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Burns & McDonnell and Bay Ltd. Have Teamed to Boost U.S. Offshore Substation 

Supply Chain 
 

WALLINGFORD, Connecticut — To help the U.S. reach its offshore wind generation targets and address 

global supply chain challenges for the industry, Burns & McDonnell and Bay Ltd. are teaming up to 

provide U.S.-based engineering, procurement, fabrication and construction of offshore substations. The 

engineering will be led from Burns & McDonnell offices in the Northeast, and the fabrication and 

construction will take place in existing Bay Ltd. facilities in Corpus Christi, Texas. Burns & McDonnell has 

appointed Kent to provide structural and safety engineering. 

Bringing U.S.-designed and -fabricated offshore substations to market will strengthen the U.S. offshore 

wind supply chain, which needs to grow to support making offshore wind a sustainable energy source. 

The federal government is targeting 30 GW of offshore wind generation capacity by 2030. 

“Offshore wind is poised to become a major contributor to carbon reduction efforts globally,” says Ray 

Kowalik, President and CEO of Burns & McDonnell. “It’s critical to build up local offshore wind industry-

specific capabilities for both engineering and manufacturing, which currently primarily exist in Europe, 

and we’re excited to support that knowledge transfer. Our proven relationship with Bay Ltd. enables us 

to provide 100% American solutions to the market and drive job creation in the U.S.” 

Burns & McDonnell and Bay Ltd. have 10 years of successful design and fabrication partnerships from 

previous projects in various industries. The partnership represents an evolution of that relationship to 

apply that established understanding and deep experience to the offshore substation market. 

Burns & McDonnell is ranked by Engineering News-Record as No. 1 in Power, No. 1 in Transmission and 

Distribution, No. 6 among Design-Build firms and No. 20 among Top Professional Services firms based on 

construction management and project/program management for fee. 

Bay Ltd. is a leading multidiscipline construction and fabrication contractor with a proven history of 

successful project execution rooted in safety, quality and productivity. It has the history and the facilities 

with robust execution density available to build these large structures. 

“Offshore substations require extensive, complex fabrication, but our team is poised to deliver” says 

Rob Powers, President and CEO of Bay Ltd. “The successful execution of these types of projects 

throughout our history, including substructures and topsides, renders our project teams confident and 
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capable in executing large offshore fabrication scopes today. Together with Burns & McDonnell, we can 

expand the U.S. supply chain and help the nation as it advances toward its clean power goals.” 

Kent, a leading offshore engineering consultancy, has designed over 20 offshore substations globally and 

will add its substantial practical experience through its Houston and Boston offices.  

“Kent’s extensive portfolio of offshore substation design and our rich 45-year history in offshore 

structures aligns perfectly with the needs of the fast-growing U.S. offshore wind market,” says John 

Kent, Chief Energy Transition Officer at Kent. "Working with Burns & McDonnell, we have the perfect 

team to deliver innovative solutions to reduce risk and cost and optimize the design for fabrication in 

the U.S.” 

### 

About Burns & McDonnell 

Burns & McDonnell is a family of companies bringing together an unmatched team of 10,000 engineers, 

construction and craft professionals, architects, and more to design and build our critical infrastructure. 

With an integrated construction and design mindset, we offer full-service capabilities. Founded in 1898 

and working from more than 60 offices globally, Burns & McDonnell is 100% employee-owned. Learn 

how we are designed to build. 

About Bay Ltd. 

Bay Ltd. is a privately owned construction and fabrication contractor comprised of 10 business units 

servicing the full North American energy value chain. For 70 years, Bay Ltd. has developed and deployed 

the talents of its people, and leveraged the capabilities and features of its facilities to generate value, 

minimize risk, and deliver solutions for our partners. Across our diverse suite of services the 

fundamental commitment to the safety of our people, craftsmanship, and productivity is manifest by 

our delivery, and a project-centric perspective is maintained such that each client realizes the desired 

economics for their investment. Learn more about Bay Ltd.’s dedication to excellence for our partners, 

where it has taken us, and the enhanced execution experience available to you today. 

About Kent  

At Kent, we design, build, and maintain the assets that power the world for today and make it future-

ready for tomorrow. Kent has been at the heart of the offshore wind revolution, delivering technical 

solutions to master the industry’s toughest problems and drive down the cost of energy. With over 20 

years’ experience in fixed and floating offshore wind foundations, Kent provides expert engineering 

consultancy and design to developers at every stage of the project. 
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